
 
 

General conditions Bias Cut Workshops and 
classes of Dorrith de Roode 

	  
Article 1. General provisions  
 
These general conditions apply to all services, courses and/or workshops of Bias Cut 
workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode.  
 
Derogation from these terms, is only possible if this has been agreed in writing.  
 
In these general conditions the following terms are used:  
Participant (or student): natural person representing him- or herself for a course, 
registered workshop or private lesson, organised by Dorrith de Roode. 
Student: natural person enrolled has Bias Cut Workshops and classes of Rhoda, de 
Roode. A private individual who by Bias Cut Workshops and classes of Rhoda, Darwish 
organized course, workshop, training, or want to go follow individual training or 
thereabouts enquiries. 
Workshop, training, course: all courses, workshops, seminars, trainings, lectures, in 
the broadest sense of the word. 



Cost: the fee that the participant pays to Bias Cut Workshops and classes of Dorrith de 
Roode due for participating in a course, workshop, seminar or consultation. 
 
Bias Cut Workshops and classes is the trading name of Dorrith de Roode, these general 
conditions apply to all contracts for participants of the workshops, course or private 
lesson. 
Deviations from these conditions shall only be binding if they have been confirmed in 
writing by Bias Cut Workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode. 
 
Article 2. Offers  
The lessons: the program of the course is adapted to the learning needs of the 
participant. The groups are small with a maximum of 6 participants. Each is working on 
a project on his or her own level. In general we work with existing patterns from brands 
such as Burda. These patterns are present and do not need to be purchased by the 
student. The lesson contains information of how to learn to read patterns, figuring out 
the right fabric for the garment, the cutting of fabric and using the right grain, consider 
print and pattern, the manufacturing of the garment and sewing techniques that came 
with the chosen garment (think of gathering, zippers, hems, using the lock machine). If 
the student is interested in making a proprietary pattern then this is possible. In that 
case I work with the Rundschau system. 
 
For the workshops, lessons and partys: the making of a first quote and making changes 
are non-binding and free of charge. All other costs incurred workshops and classes of 
Bias Cut Workshops of Dorrith de Roode, including other work expressly understood 
the conduct of follow-up calls, consultation, preparation time and making further 
changes, will be charged at the client or participant in accordance with the Bias Cut 
charges applied by Dorrith de Roode.  
 
Article 3. Agreement  
The agreement between Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode and the 
participant is established by the client or by the receipt of a completed and signed entry 
form. 
Or in case Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode received a completed 
and sent by e-mail registration form available at the website. 
In special cases, Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode, has the right to 
cancel an agreement or participation in a course or workshop etc. 
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode has the right to have certain work 
done by third parties.  
 
Article 4. Prices  
The prices for courses, workshop etc. are 21% VAT included. 
 
Article 5. Program change  
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode reserves the right, in consultation 
with the client and/or the participant to make changes to the program, if it is relevant to 
the learning path of the participant or student. Costs for consultations on changes in the 
program will be charged in proportion to the Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith 
de Roode. 
 
Article 6. Cancellation, modification 



Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode expressly reserves the right – to 
change the planned course days and times and location/accommodation of a course or 
training with giving reasons to modify, Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de 
Roode is not liable for any damage. The already paid teaching and course fees are 
reserved for this purpose. 
 
Cancellation of all or part of an agreement by the client or participant or student should 
always be done in writing, which is decisive for determining the date of receipt of the 
cancellation. 
 
In case the agreement by the client or participant or student will be cancelled: 
 
 • the costs of the course will be fully charged at the client or participant when the 
cancellation takes place after the beginning of the training course, for which is 
registered. 
 
• administrative fee will be charged to the client and/or participant, when the 
cancellation takes place 24 hours before the start of the training course, for which is 
registered. 
 
Beside that: 
 
•Lessons cannot be made up unless the participant is absent or must cancel the course 
by an incurable illness to him- or herself. 
 
•Lessons can not be made up by another person. 
 
•Missed classes cannot be deducted from the course period that follows after the 
period in which a lesson is missed. 
 
Article 7. Liability  
The participant or individual held itself (do) examine whether the physical and/or mental 
fitness owns and retains to the course, workshop etc. to follow that Bias Cut offers 
workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode.  
 
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode accepts no liability for the direct 
or indirect consequences of the absence of that capability.  
 
Bias Cut workshops of Dorrith de Roode shall indemnify any claims by third parties, 
including but not limited to, fellow students.  
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode is not liable for any psychological 
damage or personal injury which the client, participant or individual wants to 
occupations related to activities of Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de 
Roode. 
 
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode accepts no liability for loss, theft 
or damage of private-property of client, participants etc. or other materials during the 
process or otherwise stay on location where the courses or workshops are given. 
 
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode is never required to compensate 
for damage by the sponsor and/or the participant, unless said damage has been caused 



by intent or gross negligence on the part of Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith 
de Roode. 
 
Taking into account the previous provision extends the liability of Bias Cut workshops 
and classes never further than the height of the invoice amount of the relevant 
agreement, while the liability of Bias Cut workshops and classes never extends beyond 
the coverage of the Bias Cut workshops and classes closed liability insurance.  
 
Bias Cut workshops and classes accepts liability to the client or participant for any 
damage as a result of an attributable shortcoming Bias Cut workshops and classes in 
the implementation of the agreement or by an unlawful act, but only if its liability 
insurance is covered and as far as the insurer pays. 
 
The client or participant will be joint and several liability in case Bias Cut workshops and 
classes suffered damage which is caused by a participant.  
 
Article 8. Copyright  
The copyright of the training materials and other documents issued rests with Bias Cut 
workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode, unless the name of another holder of the 
work itself is mentioned. Without prior written permission of Bias Cut workshops and 
classes of Dorrith de Roode, the client or participant is not allowed to publish 
documents referred to or in any way to multiply.  
 
Article 9. Payment at the courses,  
Workshops are listed in all the directories and on the website costs and conditions 
binding for both parties. 
The costs payable be deposited into Bank account 2909591, Attn. Katie Dave 
announcing the invoice number or the name of the course.  
 
The participant needs to pay the statutory interest on the outstanding amount, 14 days 
after the first reminder.  
 
The interest in 2015 is 10% of the total amount of the invoice including the VAT. 
 
The participant or client must pay at currency agreed in advance without deduction and 
suspension due to an alleged or actual shortcoming Bias Cut workshops and classes of 
Dorrith de Roode. In case of liquidation, bankruptcy or receivership of the client or 
participant will the claims of Bias Cut workshops and classes of Rhoda, de Roode and 
the obligations of the principal or participant towards Bias Cut workshops and classes 
of Dorrith de Roode are repayable on demand.  
 
If timely payment is not made, Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode, is 
to give quite the claim. In those situations are all costs, both judicial and extrajudicial 
(collection) costs for the participant or client. This includes the cost of collection 
agencies, the cost and the salary of lawyers and judicial officers, even if they exceed the 
costs of the assigning process costs in straight. In any case, will be due to late payment 
for extrajudicial collection costs 10% of the amount due.  
 
Article 10. Confidentiality  



The principal, the participant and Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode 
are required to act careful with data and information and other documents, related to 
the work and activities of Bias Cut workshops of Dorrith de Roode. 
Bias Cut workshops and classes of Dorrith de Roode is not voluntarily as a witness in a 
legal procedure for the principal or the participant. It is the principal and the participant 
not allowed to released reports, other documents of Bias Cut workshops and classes of 
Dorrith de Roode, in a legal procedure.  
 
 
Article 11. Applicable law and competent court  
On all offers made under these conditions or contracts Dutch law is applicable. 
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